1. French airline: HOP (O)
2. Single pause between two notes: A REST (R)
3. Undefined in floating-point arithmetic: NAN (A)
4. A home for some flying mammal: BAT HOUSE (H)
5. Copper Lincoln: A CENT (C)
6. One car from Dearborn, MI: A FORD (F)
7. Company that manufactures pacifiers: NUK (U)
8. Cartoon brown tow truck: MATER (T)
9. Last word in Hamlet's most famous line: BE (E)
10. Pachelbel's famous piece: CANON (N)
11. Author of It: S KING (I)
12. For example: EG (G)
13. Rival school: CAL (L)
14. {17, 182, 65, 293, 40}: A SET (S)
15. Greeting Jack Black - the dragon warrior: HI PO (P)
16. Person in some sports who wears vertical black and white stripes: REF (E)
17. Indefinite sleep: COMA (M)
18. Extremely demanding and arduous: TAXING (I)
19. Google's main source of income: ADS (D)
20. Virgin mother: MARY (R)
21. Tracked down Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow: HAMER (M)
22. ____ Cow!: HOLY (L)
23. Attached by an adhesive surface: TAPED (P)

Use Braille to read BAGAGE.

The answer is: BAGGAGE